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Abstract
Heat removal is the most extended method for food preservation in food manufacturing
industry by lowering food temperatures to stop microorganisms growing, which might
spoil the product and could cause toxicity. Therefore, walk-in freezers are used for that
purpose consuming a relevant part of the energy on service sector. The compression
refrigeration system of the walk-in freezers can be blocked by the frost accumulated on
the evaporator. For that reason a defrost process, which requires an important part of the
energy consumption, has to be launched from time to time. In this paper, the schedule
which manages the defrost process is investigated to limit its activation only when it is
necessary. Moreover, different fan operation strategies were tested regarding the energy
efficiency of the whole refrigeration system. This study has provided a system control
strategy both for defrost and fans operation, depending on the frost built up on the
evaporator. The control improves the energy performance of the whole refrigeration
system.
Keywords: Compression refrigeration system; defrost cycle; fans operation; cooling.
Nomenclature
Ecompressor

Active electrical energy consumption of the compressor

Edefrost

Energy consumed by the defrost process

Efans

Energy consumed per hour by fans

Etotal

Total energy consumption by the refrigeration system and defrost

h

hour

kW

kilo Watt
1

kWhe

Electrical kilo Watt per hour

min

minute

Pfans

Fans power

Pheat resistance

Electrical heat resistance power

RHcold room

Cold room air relative humidity

Tcold room

Indoor air (freezer) temperature

tcompressor,f

Compressor ending time

tcompressor,o

Compressor starting time

tdefrost,f

Defrost ending time

tdefrost,o

Defrost starting time

Tevap

Evaporator surface temperature

texpansion valve,f

Expansion valve closing time

texpansion valve,o

Expansion valve opening time

tfans,f

Fans ending time

tfans,o

Fans starting time

Wh

Watt per hour

ΔT

Temperature difference between cold room and the evaporator surface

ºC

Degrees centigrade

ºC/h

Frost built-up rate in terms of hourly temperature difference increase
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1.

Introduction

In the food manufacturing industry, the most extended method for food preservation is
heat removal. To keep all nutrients, taste/flavour and texture from the product for as
long as it is safe and healthy, food is frozen. From that moment, frozen product must
remain at temperatures from -20ºC to -18ºC. Once the cold chain is broken the
microorganisms awake from their lethargy and keep on damaging the perishable
products [1]. To keep the cold chain, supermarkets spend from 40% to 60% of the total
energy consumption on the refrigerated storage [2,3].
Freezing is the most energy consuming step in the food manufacture, for instance a ton
of vegetables requires from 80 to 280 kWhe [1]. Moreover, the refrigerator systems
efficiency can be lowered by frost formation on the evaporator coil, which incurs in
higher energy consumption. As the frost layer grows, the thermal resistance between the
evaporator and air increases. If the frost formation is not stopped, the evaporator can
even stop running [4]. Frost is accumulated on coils because the evaporator works at
very low temperatures, below dew and freezing point, and the air in cold storages has
high relative humidity due to moisture from food as well as from door openings. To
avoid a complete evaporator blockage, defrost process must be often performed [5,6].
There are several defrosting methods which are currently used. On chilled room “offcycle” defrost is usually employed, the frost built-up on the evaporator is melted at
ambient room temperature, without any additional heat supply when the refrigeration is
off. Other methods, which require an energy source for removing the frost, are electric
heaters on the coil, hot gas passed through the evaporator, hot water sprayed on the coil,
and reverse cycle [7,8]. By optimizing the defrost process, the energy consumption of
refrigeration systems can be lowered. For instance, a cold storage system with electric
heater for defrosting purposes, consumes around 25% of its total energy demand for that
purpose [9]. Moreover, it must be taken into account that during the defrost periods the
refrigeration is not running, as a consequence, the temperature of the stored product
raises up which may cause the food spoilage [10-13], also part of the heat used for
defrosting can be transferred to the cold room.
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Some studies are focused on predicting the behaviour of the refrigeration systems by
numerical models, so that the energy performance of the system can be improved.
Zsembinszki et al. [14] succeeded in developing a numerical model to predict the
steady-state performance of a simple vapour compression refrigeration system. Ge and
Tassou [15] achieved to simulate different control strategies; the simulation shows the
benefits when using a variable-head-pressure control. Bendaoud et al. [16] developed a
mathematical model which includes the effect of the built-up frost on heat exchangers.
The study concludes that as frost grows the heat transfer between air and refrigerant
decreases. Mastrullo et al. [17] developed a transient mathematical model which
incorporates door openings, frost formation, and defrost process. Datta and Tassou [18]
included artificial neural network on refrigeration systems for predicting the energy
consumption.
Other than numerical investigations, important efforts have been done to experimentally
study the performance of these systems. Within this context, Melo et al. [4] investigated
the defrost efficiency of three distinct types of electric heaters (distributed, calrod and
glass tube) combined with three different heating operating modes (integral power,
power steps and pulsating power). The results showed approximately same efficiency
results for all studied heaters, however the step mode, which lowers the heater power
gradually along the defrost, presented the best efficiency. Hai-Jiao [8] tested an air
bypass circulation and electric heater method, which isolate the cold storage while hot
air passes through the electric resistance and the evaporator. Along the experimental
study done by da Silva et al. [19], which tested the system with different evaporator
geometries, it was noticed that increasing the time between successive defrosting
processes improves the thermal performance of the system, so the pair fanevaporator
must be designed as a coupled system. Moreover, Votsis et al. [20], reached similar
conclusions demonstrating that defrost cycles should be kept to a minimum.
Defrost are usually scheduled at pre-set times, typically every 6 or 8 hours. This defrost
launching method can result in unnecessary cycles with the consequent energy waste
and temperature fluctuation. The indicators used for ending a defrost cycle are usually
temperature or time, whichever comes first [7]. Many researches have designed accurate
defrost control systems. By means of detecting the frost formation, defrost process can
4

be launched just on demand, hence the energy consumption will be reduced no matter
the defrost method used. Different parameters were measured and used to determine the
amount of frost in the evaporator, such as air pressure difference across the evaporator
[20], temperature difference between room air and evaporator [¡Error! No se
encuentra el origen de la referencia.-24], fan power [25], frost thickness by measuring
frost thermal conductivity with optic sensors [26,27] or with acoustic oscillators [28],
refrigerant flow instability [7,29], air humidity [30,31], measuring the heat transfer rate
on the air and refrigerant side of the evaporator [32], or use of photo-electrical sensor
[33-37]. However, there is no method which can measure the frost formation accurately
enough to avoid what Wang et al. [38] called mal-defrost phenomena.
In this paper, the energy consumption of the cooling system depending on the frost level
on the evaporator coil has been explored experimentally to determine the optimum level
of frost to program defrost cycles. Moreover, different fan control strategies have been
experimentally investigated when operating at different frost levels on the evaporator
coil. This research will provide important guidelines for the operation and management
of fans and defrost activations according the detected level of frost at evaporator.
2. Methodology
The main goal of this paper is to present a novel control strategy for defrost and
evaporator fans to optimize the performance of a simple vapour compression system at
different levels of frost in the evaporator. The schematic of the refrigeration cycle is
shown in Figure 1, which consists of a condensing unit, an expansion valve, and an
evaporator.
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Figure 1. Reffrigeration cycle schem
me
2.1.

Experim
mental set-u
up

The eexperimental set-up co
onsists of a w
walk-in freeezer unit loccated in the laboratory room
of AK
KO ELECT
TROMECÀ
ÀNICA, S.A
A.L. (Figuree 2). The freeezing unit employs R404A
R
as reefrigerant and
a
is equ
uipped withh a Silensy
ys condensiing unit (SSIL2464Z) from
Tecuumesh consiisting of a three-phasee hermetic reciprocatin
r
ng compresssor, fin-and
d-tube
air-coooled condeenser with a variable sspeed fan. The
T system also containns a fin-and
d-tube
evaporator withh a constantt speed fan that blows air over the evaporatoor. As expaansion
v
with AKO
A
controoller that sets the
devicce the systeem uses an electronic eexpansion valve
superrheating to a constant value. Thhe system has an elecctrical heatter as defro
osting
methhod.
The ttest facility was comprrehensively monitored to measure::
 the indooor air (freezzer) temperaature (Tcold room
);
r
 the evaporator surfaace temperaature (Tevap);;
 the cold room air reelative humiidity (RHcoldd room);
 the comppressor startting/endingg time (tcomprressor,o/tcompreessor,f);
 the expaansion valvee opening/cllosing pointt (texpansion valve,o/texpansionn valve,f);
 the fans starting/end
ding point (ttfans,o/tfans,f);
 the activve electricall energy connsumption of the com
mpressor usinng a CVM Mini
power analyser
a
(E
Ecompressor). IIt has to be pointed
d out that the condeensing
6

temperatture remaiins constannt along all the experiments
e
s, because that
temperatture affects the compreessor energy
y consumptiion.
 the defroost starting/eending timee (tdefrost,o/tdeefrost,f).
The ttemperaturee measurem
ments were pperformed using
u
PT-10
00 temperatture sensorss with
an acccuracy of ± (0.3+0.005ꞏ|T|) ºC (D
DIN EN 607
751 F 0.3 cllass B), andd all the dataa was
regisstered everyy 5 seconds through IPC
C-CON mo
odules (ET-7
7015 and E
ET-7019Z), while
the aaccuracy of the electricaal power meeasurementts was 1%.

Figgure 2. Wallk-in freezerr in the labooratory of AKO
A
ELECTROMECÁ
ÁNICA S.A
A.L.

2.2.

Set of exxperiments for fans op
peration strrategy

Three different fan control strategies hhave been experimenta
e
ally tested aand monitorred to
analyyse how thee energy co
onsumption varies depeending on the
t managem
ment of thee fans
of the evaporatoor. These thrree fan conttrol strategies are defin
ned as follow
ws:


Mode 1,, fans with compressoor: This con
ntrol strateg
gy activatess the fans at
a the
same tim
me as the compressor
c
(Figure 3). Thereby, once the s et point an
nd the
dead baand are fix
xed, comprressor and fans will run until the cold room
temperatture reaches the set ppoint. Then both of th
hem stop, lletting the room
temperatture rises un
ntil the deaad band is passed,
p
at th
hat momentt compresso
or and
fans willl turn on agaain.
7



Mode 2, fans always on: This control strategy will keep the fans of the
evaporator always running, no matter if the compressor is on or off, regardless
of the room temperature (Figure 4). The compressor will work as described on
mode 1. At first sight, this strategy means an increase on the energy
consumption; however, it may have some benefits on the whole system
operation such as reducing stratification inside the refrigerated space. Moreover,
the use of this control strategy makes that less frost is accumulated on the
evaporator because the heat transfer is higher due to convection between air flow
and the evaporator, when compressor is off. Also, it allows the use of the “cold
energy stored” to delay the temperature rising on the cold room, while the
compressor is not working, which makes refrigeration cycles longer so that
compressor suffers less start-stops sequences.



Mode 3, fans frost discharging: This control strategy turns the fans on along
certain temperature conditions, while the compressor is off. The idea is to keep
the cold room at the set point temperature by discharging the stored cold on the
build-up frost [39]. Thereby, the compressor turning on will be delayed and
hence electrical energy consumption is reduced. Figure 3 shows how once
achieved a temperature level out of set point plus dead band (-16ºC in case of
Figure 5) compressor and fans work at the same time to lower the cold storage
temperature to the set point (-18°C). Once the set point is reached both devices
stop, and the temperature starts to rise. Before hitting the dead band (-16°C), at
an intermediate temperature level (-17°C) the fans switch on to check if there is
any chance of decreasing the room temperature by using the cold of the stuck
frost on the evaporator.
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Figure 3. Running m
mode 1, fanss defrost disscharging

mode 2, fanss defrost disscharging
Figure 4. Running m
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Figure 5. Running m
mode 3, fanss defrost disscharging

Eachh control strrategy has a different bbehaviour depending
d
on
o the levell of accumu
ulated
frost on the evapporator. Theerefore, diff
fferent experriments are carried outt: a first onee with
no frrost stuck on
o the evap
porator, andd three of th
hem with different
d
froost levels. In
n this
reseaarch, the frrost level iss quantifiedd by the diifference beetween tem
mperatures at
a the
refriggerated room
m and at th
he evaporatoor surface (ΔT
(
= Tcold room
- Tevap) once the sy
ystem
r
achieeves the sett point, just before the compressorr switches off
o and the expansion valve
closees. This metthodology was
w proposeed by Buick
k et.al [22] and
a was pattented by Minoru
M
Kinooshita et.al [21].
[
2.3.

Set of exxperiments for defrostt cycle

Perioodic evaporrator defrost is necessaary to avoid
d high leveel of stuck frost, which
h can
produuce a mal-ffunctioning
g on the sysstem or leaad to higherr energy coonsumption
n. The
perfeect timing for
f starting
g the defrosst process as well as its periodiccity depend
ds on
severral parametters such ass the humiddity inside th
he cold roo
om, the therrmal load sttored,
the sset point tem
mperature, the frequenncy of doorr openings, etc. Launcching the deefrost
whenn there is noo frost stuck
k or just a ssmall frost layer, or th
he opposite situation, affects
the tiime and ennergy requirred, besidess the defrost cycle freq
quency. Forr that reason
n, the
impaact of the defrost
d
laun
nching on the daily energy
e
consumption oof the systeem is
studiied. Two paarameters arre monitoreed for that purpose:
p
thee energy connsumption of
o the
systeem operatinng with diffferent levelss of accumu
ulated frostt in the evaaporator, an
nd the
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time required in the defrost process to melt these different frost quantities. As
previously stated, the stuck frost is calculated through the temperature difference
between the evaporator and the cold storage. In the different experiments performed, the
frost was built up by leaving the cold storage door open. The system is running
normally for 2 hours before carrying out the defrost tests, that way the system works
under steady state conditions. For developing the tests, deep-freeze rooms with set
points lower than zero (-10°C and -15°C) were selected, instead of positive cold rooms,
because the frosting effect is higher. The tests include four different frost levels (starting
at dry conditions) and the three fans running modes per each frost level and set point.
From latter experiments, the energy consumed by the system is related with the built-up
frost through a regression. Three parameters are calculated, all of them regarding the
built-up frost on the evaporator:


Energy consumed per hour by the compressor and the condenser fans at usual
running (Ecompressor).



Energy consumed per hour by fans at usual running (Efans = Pfans ꞏ (tfans,f - tfans,o)).



Energy consumed by the defrost process, which includes the heat required for
melting the frost accumulated on the evaporator, and energy consumed by the
compressor and fans for lowering the room temperature to the set point. (Edefrost
= Pheat resistance ꞏ (tdefrost, f - tdefrost,o) + Ecompressor + Efans).



Defrost required time.

The results allow to calculate the daily energy consumption of the whole system
depending on the defrost launching strategy (ΔT at which the defrost is launched) for
each fan control strategy.
3. Results and discussion
With the developed tests, the energy consumption of the refrigeration system is related
with the temperature difference between the cold storage and the evaporator. The
energy consumed by the compressor and fans, and the defrost process are studied
separately. From the experimental results, the relation between the energy usage by both
compressor and fans, and the accumulated frost is obtained, as well as the relation
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between the energy consumption of the whole defrost process, the required time, and
the built-up frost. This calculus process is made for each fan control strategy and set
point temperature.
3.1.

Control strategy for fan operation

The first approach to determine the ideal control strategy is to analyse each fan control
mode. To that purpose the refrigeration system energy consumption is isolated from the
energy that the defrost process requires. Hence, the energy consumed by the
compressor, the fans, and the condenser is studied when working at the three different
modes separately from the energy required to carry out the defrost process.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that in case the evaporator has no frost on it, the most
efficient fan control strategy is Mode 1, in which fans work simultaneously with the
compressor. This tendency changes when the frost layer is considerably increased (ΔT
is over 9) in both studied cases. At the mentioned situation, fan control strategy of Mode
3 steps forward to become the most energy efficient option. It has to be noticed that
Mode 2 fan strategy reduces the energy consumed by the compressor when the
evaporator has some frost stuck on it, but it does not provide overall savings due to
excessive use of fans. Hence, if more efficient fans were used, the selection of the most
appropriate fan control strategy according to frost level might have varied.
It also has to be taken into account that the set point can affect the control strategy
efficiency, as it can be seen on Figure 6 and Figure 7, which show the hourly energy
usage of the refrigeration system at set point temperatures of -10°C and -15°C
respectively. For instance, at -15°C set point temperatures, Mode 2 becomes more
efficient than Mode 1 when the frost layer grows (when ΔT is over 12ºC). However, it
is required a frost level over 18ºC for Mode 2 to become a better option than Mode 1 at
-10ºC set point temperature. Although at those built-up frost levels Mode 3 is still the
most efficient in both situations.
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Figuure 6. Refriggeration system hourly energy con
nsumption at different llevels of buiilt-up
frost on the evvaporator (set point -10
0°C)

Figuure 7. Hourly refrigeration system energy con
nsumption att different leevels of buiilt-up
frost on the evvaporator (set point -15°C)

The llatter data are
a used to develop corrrelations between the hourly enerrgy consum
mption
of thhe refrigeratiion system, and the froost built-up (ΔT) by log
garithmic reegressions. It has
to bee taken into account thaat the total energy requ
uired by thee whole sysstem includees the
defroost process, which is ad
dded on the next section.
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3.2.

Defrost cycle opera
ation

The nnext part off this study consists in finding the most propeer defrost staarting time.. First
of alll it has to be
b pointed out
o that defrrost energy usage takess into accouunt the follo
owing
aspeccts:
 Heat intakke required by
b the heateer to melt th
he frost.
 Compressor energy used
u
to set thhe cold room
m back at th
he set point temperaturre.
 Energy coonsumed by fans.
Figurre 8 and Figgure 10 sho
ow the energgy consump
ption by defrost processs as the bu
uilt-up
frost on the evapporator grows. Alike, F
Figure 9 an
nd Figure 11
1 show the ttime required by
i can be ob
bserved by comparing Figure 8 an
nd Figure 99, and Figurre 10,
the ddefrost. As it
and F
Figure 11, respectively
r
y, the energgy use of th
he defrost process onlyy depends on
o the
time required to
t carry it out, whichh is related
d with the built-up
b
froost layer on the
evaporator. Thiis is becau
use while thhe heater is
i on, both
h compressoor and fan
ns are
switcched off noo matter the running ffan mode; also both of
o them turrn on, wheen the
defroost is finishhed, to reacch the set ppoint. Logiccally, the th
hicker the ffrost layer is
i the
longeer the defrrost process takes, coonsuming more
m
energ
gy along thhe frost meelting
conseequently.

Fiigure 8. Eneergy consum
mption by deefrost vs. th
he frost on the evaporattor (set poin
nt 10°C)
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Figgure 9. Timee required for
fo defrostinng vs the fro
ost on the ev
vaporator (sset point -10
0°C)

Figgure 10. Ennergy consum
mption by ddefrost vs th
he frost on the
t evaporat
ator (set poin
nt 15°C)
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Figuure 11. Tim
me required for
f defrostinng vs the fro
ost on the ev
vaporator (sset point -15°C)

3.3.

Optimizzation

Section 3.1 and Section
n 3.2 were used to develop
The experimenttal data presented in S
empiirical equatiions to calcculate, depeending on th
he frost lev
vel (ΔT betw
ween evapo
orator
and ccold room),, the total energy
e
conssumption by
y compresso
ors and fanss during an
n hour
of opperation of the system (Figure 6 aand Figure 7),
7 as well as the energgy (Figure 8 and
Figurre 10) and time
t
(Figure 9 and Figgure 11) req
quired durin
ng the defroost process. From
the eexperimentaal data show
wn in Figurre 6 and Fig
gure 7, the hourly enerrgy consum
mption
was estimated. Logarithm
mic regresssions weree used when estimatting the en
nergy
m
1 and
d 2. Howevver, a function defined by parts was requirred to
consuumed by modes
estim
mate the eneergy requireed for modee 3. These equations are
a used to optimize deefrost
launcching strattegy for each
e
mode of fan operation.
o
The
T
overalll daily en
nergy
consuumption off the system is calculateed regarding
g the different defrost strategies (Δ
ΔT at
whicch defrost iss launched). It combinees the hourly
y energy co
onsumed byy compresso
or and
fans, with the defrost pro
ocess. This defrost prrocess takess into accoount the heeating
energgy, the coooling energy
y to get baack to the set
s point, an
nd the timee needed fo
or the
proceess.
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The study also shows the daily energy requirement at several scenarios; each one
simulates the frost built-up rate in terms of hourly temperature difference increase (x
°C/h). Along these scenarios the frost level ramp up was considered lineal. Situations
from extremely fast frost growing (3 ºC/h) to a considerably lower one (0.1 ºC/h) were
considered.
Total daily energy consumption (Etotal = Ecompressor + Efans + Edefrost) when the
system is working in Mode1 fan strategy with a set point fixed to -15°C is shown in
Figure 12. It is observed that when the frost built-up rate is 0.1 ºC/h, the optimal frost
level for launching the defrost is ΔT = 8°C. It has to be specified that the frost level
(ΔT) when there is frost on the evaporator, is compared with ΔT measured at dry
conditions, so each refrigeration system has its own optimal ΔT. However, the general
tendency, which the other scenarios follow, is to become more efficient in case defrost
is launched when there is significant frost accumulated on the evaporator (values of ΔT
above 11ºC). The performance of the refrigeration system working in Mode 2 and Mode
3 are similar, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively.
Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 also show the required time for the whole defrost
process, considering time to melt the accumulated frost and time required to achieve set
point conditions after defrost. It has to be noticed that during this defrost period, the
refrigerated space is out of desired temperature range, which could lead to extra costs
and reduce the product shelf-life. Within this context, the authors want to highlight that
even though from an energy consumption point of view, the most appropriate strategy
to launch the defrost is to allow frost accumulation as much as possible (before
evaporator blockage), the duration of the defrost is a crucial parameter which has to be
considered when deciding the strategy to launch defrost processes.
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Figuure 12. Refrrigeration sy
ystem and ddefrost daily
y energy con
nsumption aat different frost
growth scenarioss – Mode 1 (set point -15°C)

Figuure 13. Refrrigeration sy
ystem and ddefrost daily
y energy con
nsumption aat different frost
growth scenarioss – Mode 2 (set point -15°C)
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Figuure 14. Refrrigeration sy
ystem and ddefrost daily
y energy con
nsumption aat different frost
growth scenarioss – Mode 3 (set point -15°C)
Oncee all results were colleccted, all moodes were co
ombined to develop thee optimal co
ontrol
strateegy. On thhe studied
d experimennts, the optimal solu
ution, for both set point
tempperatures, consists
c
of setting M
Mode 1 when there iss limited aamount of frost
accum
mulated in the evaporator, and M
Mode 3 for higher valu
ues of frost.. As observ
ved in
Figurre 15, the reefrigeration
n system woorks at Modee 1 until ΔT
T = 9°C, whhen it chang
ges to
Modde 3 to alw
ways use the
t
best ennergy perfo
ormance ru
unning modde. The geeneral
tendeency, for alll scenarioss is to becoome more efficient
e
as the frost bbuilds up on
o the
evaporator. Thiis efficienccy improvees slowly after frost levels oveer ΔT = 14°C.
Meannwhile the time requiired to com
mplete the defrost keeeps increasiing. Thereffore a
tradee-off betweeen efficiency and time out of the dead
d
band haas to be reac
ached.
Finallly, Figure 16
1 shows th
he three diffferent running modes and
a the optim
mal combin
nation
of thhem, considdering the saame frost bbuilt-up ratee (1ºC/h). Despite
D
that mode 3 an
nd the
optim
mal one havve the same developmeent, after ΔT
T = 9ºC, thee energy coonsumed is lower
l
whenn working at
a optimal mode
m
by the same level of stuck fro
ost.
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Figuure 15. Refrrigeration sy
ystem and ddefrost daily
y energy con
nsumption aat different frost
growth scenarios – O
Optimal Mo
ode (set point -15°C)

Figurre 16. Refriigeration sy
ystem and deefrost daily energy con
nsumption aat 1ºC/h frosst rate
scenarioo – Mode1, Mode 2, M ode 3 and Optimal
O
Mo
ode (set poinnt -15°C)

4.

Conclussions
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This paper experimentally investigates the performance of a refrigeration system when
programmed using different control strategies for the evaporators fan operation, as well
as optimizes the defrost operation based on experimental results. In conclusion, the
research findings of this study have provided evidence that there are no unique fan
control strategies which can assure the most energy efficient running way, as the
performance of each strategy depends strongly on the amount of frost accumulated in
the evaporator during the operation. Therefore the combination of several working
strategies, regarding the frost built-up on the evaporator, can improve the performance
of the refrigeration system. Moreover, the results revealed that the longer the defrost
launching is delayed, the lesser energy is consumed by the system. However, despite the
fact that some fan control strategies take the cold stored in the stuck frost [39], the frost
layer keeps increasing along the refrigeration system is running. So, delaying the defrost
increases the energy efficiency, but also the defrost time required is longer, as well as
the time the cold space temperature is out of the dead band.
In terms of energy efficiency, refrigeration control strategy must combine Mode 1 and
Mode 3 regarding the frost layer accumulated on the evaporator. For that reason, to
manage any system, no matter its dimensions, an adaptive control, which combines the
strategy tested, must be developed. As well as, an accurate frost detection method which
can be used at any cold room, no matter the system installed.
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